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We investigate numerically the excitation of nonlinear magnetic interactions in a ferrite material by an
energetic pump pulse of terahertz (THz) radiation. The calculations are performed by solving the coupled
Maxwell and Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert differential equations. In a time-resolved THz pump/THz probe scheme,
it is demonstrated that Faraday rotation of a delayed THz probe pulse can be used to map these interactions.
Our study is motivated by the ability of soft x-ray free electron lasers to perform time-resolved imaging of the
magnetization process at the submicrometer and subpicosecond length and time scales.
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Current research in ultrafast magnetization dynamics is
being driven by applications in magnetic storage technology1
and logic operations using spintronic devices.2 For example,
fundamental limits to the switching speed of a magnetic
storage medium have been established, using the electron
pulses from an electron accelerator to generate intense switch-
ing fields of ps duration,3,4 and the generation, with optical
laser pulses, of spin-polarized photocurrents in semiconductor
quantum wells has been demonstrated.5 At the same time,
a powerful new tool for investigating (probing) magnetic
phenomena at the nanometer and picosecond scales, the x-ray
free electron laser (XFEL), is now becoming available.6–9
Although ultrafast demagnetization10 and optomagnetic
reorientation11,12 can be initiated by intense optical laser
pulses, the underlying effects are as yet poorly understood.
A popular pump source for x-ray-based studies of dynamic
magnetism is the pulsed current in a laser-switched strip
line,13,14 but the resulting magnetic field pulses are generally
of low amplitude (0.01 T) and have a slow rise time
(100 ps). Much progress is being made in the generation
and detection of energetic pulses of THz radiation,15–18 and
there is much interest in the noninear interactions which
such pulses may initiate.19–22 Applied to magnetism, THz
pulses have been shown to excite resonant modes.23–25 In
our present work, we use numerical simulations to investigate
the conditions under which THz pulses can coherently drive
nonlinear magnetic interactions and magnetization (switching)
reversal in a ferrite.26 In a recent report, Vicario et al.27
experimentally demonstrated that an intense THz pulse can
initiate nonresonant precession in a thin cobalt film, resulting
in a fractional change in the magnetization of 0.005. Although
a delayed x-ray pulse may turn out to be the best suited probe
of these dynamics, we extend our study to demonstrate that
a suitable THz probe can also reveal the ultrafast magnetic
state,28–30 through time-resolved polarization rotation analysis.
As a sample, we choose strontium iron oxide (SrFe12O19),
which we have recently used to realize a THz isolator.30
This material, as is the case with many related ferrites,
is promising for studies of THz magnetization dynamics,
because it is an insulating ferrimagnet with low losses at THz
frequencies.30,31
Our goal is to follow in time and space the interactions
between a THz electromagnetic pulse and a magnetic sample;
the Maxwell and the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equations
govern their behavior, respectively. Our approach to investigate
the magnetic part of the problem is similar to the study
of precessional magnetization dynamics under intense few-
picoseconds-long magnetic field pulses.3 The evolution of
the magnetization M is determined by the instantaneous
magnitude and direction of the local magnetic field, both of
which vary with time and position as the pulse propagates.
The relevant time and length scales are picoseconds and
micrometers; the speed of THz propagation in our ferrite
material is approximately 50 μm/ps.
We use a model which couples the LLG and Maxwell
equations to perform the numerical simulation of a time-
resolved THz pump/THz probe scheme. The LLG-based
description of the time evolution of the magnetization M in
the local magnetic field Heff is32
∂ M
∂t
= −|γ |M × Heff + α
Ms
(




where γ = 22 km A−1 s−1 is the gyromagnetic ratio. Ms and
α are the material-dependent saturation magnetization and
Gilbert damping coefficient, respectively. Heff is the effective
field acting on the magnetic moments and can be written as
the sum of the contributions
Heff = H + Hd + Han + Hex. (2)
H is the externally applied field, i.e., the THz magnetic field
in this study. Hd is the demagnetization field, which can
be represented in terms of a demagnetization tensor N as
Hd = −N M. This field depends on the sample shape. In
the present case of a thin disk, it acts to enforce an in-plane
magnetization. Han is the crystal anisotropy field, which in
our case of a uniaxial material favors the alignment of M
along a particular crystallographic axis; Han = 2kan/μ0Ms ,
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where kan and μ0 are the anisotropy constant and free space
permeability, respectively.32 Finally, Hex is the exchange field,
which is parallel to M and hence tends to align neighboring
magnetic spins to maintain a spatially uniform magnetization.
Our choice of an insulating uniaxial ferrimagnet avoids
complications with eddy currents. We further assume that the
action of Hex is to guarantee that the sample is magnetized
as a single domain (M = Ms). This avoids the complication of
domain boundaries.33 In our calculations, an index-matched
nonmagnetic layer is placed below the ferrite layer to pre-
vent outgoing reflections. We are assuming a homogeneous
situation in the transverse dimensions. This is interpreted as
a THz spot and sample size which are both much larger than
the sample thickness. Therefore, in the solution of Maxwell
equations, we consider variations only in the propagation
direction. We use a one-dimensional finite-difference time
domain (FDTD) scheme to couple the magnetic system
(described by the LLG equation) to the propagation behavior
(Maxwell equations) through the relation H = B/μ0 − M,
where B is the magnetic induction.32 Our simulation pa-
rameters are taken from our recent characterization of the
magnetic medium and THz dielectric response of SrFe12O19
as part of a previous study.30 We treat the sample as a lossy
dielectric with the frequency-dependent dielectric function
ε = ε∞ + σ/iωε0 where ω and ε0 are the angular frequency
and free space permittivity, respectively.34 We then have D =
ε0εE where D is the displacement vector and the remaining
Maxwell curl equations are ∂ B
∂t
= −∇ × E and ∂ D
∂t
= ∇ × H .
Our values for ε∞ = 36 and the conductivity σ = 40 S m−1
were selected based on our THz time domain spectroscopy.30
Our sample is assumed to be a 0.5-mm-thick disk placed in
the x-z plane. The demagnetization field is along the sample
normal (y direction) and so Hd = −Myyˆ. The z axis is taken
to be the anisotropy axis. The magnetic material constants are
taken to be Ms = 360 kA m−1, as previously obtained from a
vibrating sample magnetometer measurement,30 α = 0.1, and
kan = 300 kJ m−1.
Figure 1(a) shows the pump and probe pulses for a
specific pump-probe delay (τpp), defined as extending from
the beginning of the pump pulse to the beginning of the probe
pulse. As a pump, we choose an arbitrary single-cycle THz
pulse (STP) with a central frequency of 0.22 THz. The probe
is much shorter in duration and has a higher frequency, in
order to increase the temporal resolution. The polarization
configuration is shown in Fig. 1(b), with the THz electric
and magnetic fields polarized along the z and x directions,
respectively. M is initially aligned (as a single domain) along
the z (crystal anisotropy) axis.
Since, as the LLG equation (1) indicates, the torque
(M × H) is the principal driving force for the magnetization
dynamics, we maximize it by selecting an initial condition
with M ⊥ H [Fig. 1(b)]. This configuration is known as
precessional switching and is distinguished from damping
switching, for which H is initially set antiparallel to M.
For comparison, precessional switching allows for faster
dynamics, but it requires a more intense field to accomplish
switching.
In order to estimate the required THz field strength to
produce magnetization dynamics in the THz regime, we solve
FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) The THz pump and probe pulses. (b) A
schematic diagram showing the initial polarization convention. Both
ETHz and HTHz lie in the plane of the sample surface. A unit sphere
is shown to represent the magnetization state. A trajectory of the
magnetization vector, after excitation by the THz pulse, is plotted on
the sphere, with red arrows to indicate the time evolution.
the LLG equation of motion at t = 0, for the limiting case
α = 0. Note that this approach is similar to the Kittel model
for ferromagnetic resonance,35 but without a static magnetic





xˆ+(Hyd + Hyex)yˆ+(Hzan + Hzex)zˆ. (3)
Hex is always parallel to M and hence plays no role here.
At t = 0, Hyd = 0, and Han has no influence, as it is
initially parallel to M. We assume a single frequency response
for M, and we calculate the instantaneous initial frequency
to be ω = γHx . After accounting for the reflections at the
air-magnetic disk interface, we estimate that an incident THz
peak field of 20 MV/cm (8.33 T) is sufficient to initiate
magnetic interactions in the frequency regime 0.2–0.3 THz.
The high refractive index of our sample leads to a significant
reduction of the transmitted peak field to approximately
6 MV/cm (corresponding to an effective field amplitude and
pulse duration of 4.2 MV/cm and 1.1 ps, respectively). A static
field of this strength is comparable to the dc electric breakdown
of insulators. However, the breakdown field strength increases
significantly as the pulse duration decreases.36,37 Therefore, we
expect the dielectric breakdown to occur at much higher THz
fields than those used in our calculations. Figure 1(b) shows
a trajectory of the normalized magnetic vector (m = mxxˆ +
myyˆ + mzzˆ and |m| = |M|/Ms = 1) upon the application of
the THz pump pulse. The initial torque (Mz × Hx) builds up
a significant out-of-plane magnetization my = m⊥. This state
is counteracted by a strong demagnetization, induced by the
shape anisotropy. Following rapid dynamics occurring on the
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a), (b) Time evolution of the THz field and
magnetization components at a depth of 50 μm inside the sample.
Space-time map of the THz pump magnetic field (c) and of the
out-of-plane magnetization (d).
time scale of the THz pump pulse, M tends to damp into
the sample plane, undergoing oscillations about and finally
becoming aligned with the crystal anisotropy z axis. The
components of magnetization dynamics are shown in Fig. 2.
Initially, the THz-induced torque creates a strong out-of-plane
component m⊥ [Fig. 2(a)]. As m⊥ grows, a torque component
evolves in the z direction. With time, the changes in m⊥ and
mz are counteracted by the demagnetization and anisotropy
fields, respectively. These effects are strongest when the THz
field reaches the zero-crossing point, favoring the equilibrium
condition. As the THz pulse begins to grow again with opposite
polarity, the 3D dynamics are again driven by the torque term.
On the time scale of the THz pump pulse, the effect on mx
is weak. In our situation, this component is aligned with
the THz magnetic field, and its influence on the dynamics
is much less than that of the THz magnetic field. However,
after the THz field is switched off, mx becomes effective and
replaces the THz in the dynamics. These delayed dynamics
[Fig. 2(b)] are dominated by the damping term in the LLG
equation and a relatively slow oscillation about the anisotropy
z axis. The dynamics are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)
at a specific depth inside the film. However, the field and
magnetization components propagate through the sample with
the velocity ∼50 μm/ps, as depicted in the space-time maps of
Figs. 2(c) and 2(d). In our calculations we used a single-cycle
terahertz pulse, which leads to a complete magnetization
reversal (first half of the cycle) followed by its cancellation
(second half of the cycle). A properly shaped Gaussian-like
half-cycle terahertz pulse would avoid the cancellation and
hence result in switching.
Ferrimagnets consist of multiple sublattices, and each
sublattice should in principle be described by a separate
LLG equation, coupled by interlattice exchange fields. Al-
ternatively, unless the temperature is close to the ferrite
compensation temperature,38 it is possible to describe the
entire ferrimagnetic system using a single LLG equation with
effective values for the gyromagnetic ratio and the damping
constant.39,40 It is the latter approach that is used here. In a first
approximation, the effective gyromagnetic ratio is set to the
electron value γ = 22 km A−1 s−1 (with a g factor of 2) and
the typical value α = 0.1 is used as the effective damping
constant. While these values are likely not exact at any
temperature of the material considered, they are sufficiently
accurate to illustrate the general trends, which is the main
purpose of this Rapid Communication.
We have neglected phononic and ionization dynamics in our
insulating sample. Acoustic phonons are expected to be only
very weakly excited at 0.2 THz.41 Optical phonon resonances
occur at much higher frequencies (>12 THz23) than our THz
pulse. Furthermore, because the THz photon energy is very
small (0.2 THz corresponds to 0.834 meV), ionization can only
result from massive multiple-photon absorption. This property
is a particularly important reason to use nonionizing THz
radiation in studies of magnetism dynamics. This is in contrast
to the optical regime,10 where the high energy of optical
photons leads to electronic excitation and demagnetization.
We now pose the question: How can these magnetization
dynamics, in particular the post-pump oscillations of m about
the anisotropy field, be experimentally observed? In general,
a modification of the transmitted pump pulse will contain
information on the magnetization dynamics. It has been
predicted that nonlinear magnetic interactions will modulate
the wave form of a low-frequency electromagnetic pulse after
propagation through a ferrimagnet.42 At THz frequencies,
however, the effective inertia of the magnetic system causes the
changes in a transmitted pump pulse to be small. We therefore
investigate the interaction of the pumped dynamic system with
a delayed, high-frequency THz probe pulse.
Figure 3 depicts the effects of magnetization dynamics on
a probe pulse with amplitude ∼1/3 that of the pump. We
consider two pump-probe delays of 10 ps [Fig. 3(b)] and 20 ps
[Fig. 3(c)], corresponding to a positive and a negative value
of the oscillating m⊥, respectively. [Note that for the slow,
post-pump oscillations, m⊥ is approximately constant over
the sample thickness as seen in Fig. 2(d).] In both cases, a
new component, Ex , of the transmitted pulse is observed,
indicating a Faraday rotation of the probe polarization. The
reversal of the sign of m⊥ induces a π phase shift of Ex
(that is a change of sign), due to a reversal of the sense of
rotation of the polarization plane [see magnified Ex fields
in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)]. The rotation angle θ (calculated in the
frequency domain at 2.5 THz) is computed for different delays
[Fig. 3(d)] and compared with m⊥ at a depth in the sample
of 50 μm. Very good agreement between the two curves is
obtained, demonstrating the effectiveness of Faraday rotation
140301-3
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FIG. 3. (Color online) The input THz fields (a), and the transmit-
ted THz fields at a pump-probe delay of (b) 10 ps and (c) 20 ps. The
transmitted probe pulses are shown on a magnified scale at the right
of the figure. (d) Faraday rotation of the transmitted THz probe pulse
in comparison with m⊥ at a depth of 50 μm.
in sensing the out-of-plane component of the magnetization.
The maximum rotation found is 21.3◦.
Finally, we compare the simulated rotation angle to
the value predicted from standard theory.31 At the THz
frequencies, Faraday rotation in ferrites is approximately
frequency independent. The rotation angle is given by
θ = (l/2c)
√
(|ε| + ε1)/2(Ms |γ |), where l, c, |ε|, and ε1 are
the sample thickness, the speed of light, the absolute value
of the dielectric constant, and the real part of the dielectric
constant, respectively.31 In our case, |ε| ≈ ε1 = 36. For our
material parameters, this suggests θ = 22.9◦ over 0.5 mm. This
also agrees well with the result from our recent measurement of
THz Faraday rotation in SrFe12O19:30 a rotation of 105◦/3 mm
at 88% of saturation, which corresponds to 20◦ for our sample
thickness. Here the calculation refers to a single frequency
component. Shorter pulses, implying higher frequencies, are
expected to give better temporal resolution but at the expense
of higher attenuation, since losses increase with frequency,
but the rotation is invariant. Frequency-independent Faraday
rotation at THz frequencies arises from the fact that magnetic
resonance in ferrites lies in the sub-THz regime. This leads to a
rotation which is given by the frequency-independent formula
given above. Although the dielectric constant can, in principle,
induce a slight spectral dependence, this is negligible in our
case of an insulating magnet.30,31
In conclusion, we have shown, by the numerical solution
of coupled LLG and Maxwell equations, that an intense THz
pulse can effectively trigger ultrafast magnetic switching and
picosecond-scale magnetization dynamics. Our calculations
also show that a delayed THz probe is capable of monitoring
these dynamics through a magnetization-induced rotation of
the polarization plane. Experiments are foreseen to demon-
strate that THz pump–THz probe Faraday rotation is indeed
feasible. With the advent from an XFEL of bright pulses of
circularly polarized x rays which are resonant with 2p → 3d
absorption in transition-metal ions, it will be possible to
directly monitor THz-induced magnetization dynamics in time
and space.
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